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Enchanted Air: Two Cultures, Two Wings is a captivating memoir authored by
Margarita Engle. Published in 2015, this memoir introduces readers to a powerful
and authentic tale of the author's experience growing up in two different cultures.
With Engle's poetic and insightful writing style, the memoir explores the
complexities of identity, belonging, and the impacts of political tensions.

Understanding Two Cultures through Poetry

In this memoir, Margarita Engle expresses her unique upbringing as a child of a
Cuban mother and an American father. Engle beautifully depicts her dual cultural
heritage, highlighting the two wings that have allowed her to navigate through the
various aspects of her life. Through her words, she invites readers to delve into
the beauty and challenges of cherishing multiple cultures.
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An Atmosphere of Political Tensions

Set against the backdrop of historical events, Engle provides a glimpse into the
turbulent period of the Cuban Revolution and the Cold War. Her personal
experiences intertwine with the broader historical narrative, illustrating the
profound impacts of political tensions and their effects on families and individuals.
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By exploring these historical events, Engle allows readers to gain a deeper
understanding of the cultural and political climate of that time.

The Journey to Self-Discovery and Empowerment

Engle's memoir is not only a storytelling endeavor but also a journey towards self-
discovery and empowerment. As she embraces her multicultural background, she
unveils the importance of acceptance and understanding. With courage and
resilience, she finds her wings that enable her to soar above cultural barriers and
societal expectations, inspiring others to embrace their own heritage and
overcome internal conflicts.

The Power of Poetry

Enchanted Air: Two Cultures, Two Wings also showcases the power of poetry as
a means of expression and healing. Engle’s masterful use of lyrical prose
demonstrates how writing can serve as a tool to navigate complex emotions and
personal experiences. Her poetic style captures the reader's imagination, creating
a deep connection between the author's words and their own reflection on their
cultural identity.

Embracing Diversity and Building Bridges

This memoir serves as a reminder of the importance of embracing diversity and
building bridges between different cultures. Engle's personal story inspires
readers to appreciate the richness that comes from understanding and respecting
different perspectives. By fostering empathy and open-mindedness, Engle's
memoir encourages individuals to unite rather than divide, promoting a world of
unity and acceptance.

Enchanted Air: Two Cultures, Two Wings embarks readers on a remarkable
journey of self-discovery, cultural exploration, and resilience. Margarita Engle's



memoir is a tribute to the power of embracing diversity, transcending cultural
boundaries, and finding a sense of belonging in an ever-changing world. It not
only leaves a lasting impact on readers but also invites them to reflect on their
own heritage and the wings that allow them to fly high.
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In this poetic memoir, which won the Pura Belpré Author Award, was a YALSA
Nonfiction Finalist, and was named a Walter Dean Myers Award Honoree,
acclaimed author Margarita Engle tells of growing up as a child of two cultures
during the Cold War.

Margarita is a girl from two worlds. Her heart lies in Cuba, her mother’s tropical
island country, a place so lush with vibrant life that it seems like a fairy tale
kingdom. But most of the time she lives in Los Angeles, lonely in the noisy city
and dreaming of the summers when she can take a plane through the enchanted
air to her beloved island. Words and images are her constant companions,
friendly and comforting when the children at school are not.
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Then a revolution breaks out in Cuba. Margarita fears for her far-away family.
When the hostility between Cuba and the United States erupts at the Bay of Pigs
Invasion, Margarita’s worlds collide in the worst way possible. How can the two
countries she loves hate each other so much? And will she ever get to visit her
beautiful island again?
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